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Abstract

Introduction: Large-scale epidemiologic studies can assess health indicators differentiating social groups and important health outcomes of the incidence and mortality of cancer, cardiovascular disease, and others, to establish a solid knowledge base for the prevention management of premature morbidity and mortality causes. This study presents new advanced methods of data collection and data management systems with current data quality control and security to ensure high quality data assessment of health indicators in the large epidemiologic PONS study (The Polish-Norwegian Study).

Material and methods: The material for experiment is the data management design of the large-scale population study in Poland (PONS) and the managed processes are applied into establishing a high quality and solid knowledge.

Results: The functional requirements of the PONS study data collection, supported by the advanced IT web-based methods, resulted in medical data of a high quality, data security, with quality data assessment, control process and evolution monitoring are fulfilled and shared by the IT system. Data from disparate and deployed sources of information are integrated into databases via software interfaces, and archived by a multitask secure server.

Conclusions: The practical and implemented solution of modern advanced database technologies and remote software/hardware structure successfully supports the research of the big PONS study project. Development and implementation of follow-up control of the consistency and quality of data analysis and the processes of the PONS sub-databases have excellent measurement properties of data consistency of more than 99%. The project itself, by tailored hardware/software application, shows the positive impact of Quality Assurance (QA) on the quality of outcomes analysis results, effective data management within a shorter time. This efficiency ensures the quality of the epidemiological data and indicators of health by the elimination of common errors of research questionnaires and medical measurements.
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INTRODUCTION

Large-scale population and epidemiologic studies can assess health indicators to define public health problems [1], and the ways in which lifestyles and living conditions determine health status need a comprehensive understanding [2-4]. This provides the basis for disease prevention activities, and understanding disease and health in the population [5, 6].

Health indicators may also include not only a measurements of illness or disease, but positive aspects of health (e.g. quality of life, life skills or health expectancy) and of health-related individual behaviors and actions, or social and economic conditions of the physical environment [7, 8].

By using the outcomes from epidemiologic studies the differences in the health of populations can be observed. [9-11]. On the other hand, analysis of the important factors of these differences can increase achievable study objectives, and the extent of study objectives can be assessed from the outcomes of such a population study of health and disease [12-15].

The urgent need to understand the causes of these differences will allow the creation of a baseline for rational actions and health interventions, especially for the incidence and mortality of cancer [1,15-17], cardiovascular disease [6, 13], and other major causes of morbidity and mortality [14, 16, 18-20]. There is a high level of preventable premature morbidity and mortality in males, with marked differences observed between and within European Community countries, which can only be addressed by targeted activity across the lifespan [12].

The use of collected specific data is fundamental in epidemiology and population studies. Medical and social-related data are of different levels of abstraction and from
a wide range of sources (surveys, clinical trials, medical measurements, other medical checks and outcomes, or existing databases of any origin).

The lowest level of data abstraction in medical knowledge structure [21-23] (so called physical level) describes complex low-level data structures in detail. The next higher level of abstraction (the so-called logical level) describes relationships existing among those data in database in terms of a small number of relatively simple structures. The highest level of abstraction (view level) describes only a part of the entire database with remained complexity because of the variety of information stored in a large database [24]. Such structures of internal unknown relations are to be analyzed to increase knowledge about relations, and then to manage the association between health indicators and social-related issues [25]. Epidemiologic studies of causation use data in the search for information about the true nature of the relationship between exposure and disease, or influence of social issues on the incidence and mortality of some diseases.

The answer to the question of whether seen data is believable is determined by the critical question of how good is the quality of the data (outcomes). During a population study there are issues of population selection, measurement of study exposures, outcomes, or co-variates. Errors which may possibly occur can lead to a biased estimate of the effect of exposure of risk for the disease of interest. Where association to be detected exists between study participants, misclassification of exposure of a disease in outcomes can be randomly found. Finally, it can lead to an incorrect assessment of the relationship between exposure and disease.

The process of datasets production from an epidemiologic survey in the form of outcomes is data management, the methods of which are already widely known and available [26, 27]. Data management governs data-related processes during the survey and follow up research/analysis to set up the study, collect or enter data, and clean such data. The cleaning procedures process data until the study could be considered ready for analysis, and produces datasets with accurate data that reflect the values provided by the investigated sites. The principal responsibility of data management is to provide a clean database as a basis for statistical analysis, the relations between environmental aspects and socio-economic levels. The health outcomes described by some typical health indicators can then be assessed by using data analysis and data-mining techniques.

During the course of an epidemiologic study, it is a rule that an effort should be made to produce documents at key points during the study to record what was achieved, and to provide evidence of good practice. To ensure that the study document files at each of the data processes are consistent, Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) are written that outline the contents of each study document file and database. SOPs ensure that studies (trials) are conducted, data generated, documented (recorded), and reported in compliance with the protocol, Good Clinical Practice (GCP), and the applicable regulatory requirements.

Quality assurance (QA) is the prevention, detection, and correction of data errors or other problems related to error reasons. QA, together with regulatory compliance for Medical Devices [28] are crucial, and a key requirement for quality methods is the creation of a data management plan (DMP). Additionally, a key requirement for Good Clinical Practice (GCP) [29] is the documentation of events during a study. The strict definition of QA taken from [29] is as follows: ‘A planned and systematic process established to ensure that a study is performed and the data are collected, documented (recorded) and reported in compliance with this guidance and the applicable regulatory requirements’. In any population-based epidemiologic research the detailed DMP and appropriate procedures should be prepared and then run during its whole lifetime. The DMP and the required output documents are used as the starting point when conducting internal QA audits within the data management process. The automated QA software in the form of SOPs works especially during data collection and the aggregation/accumulation processes of databases to check data quality by the appropriate assessment measures (see the very useful handbook [30]).

The information technology (IT) infrastructure that is necessary to obtain outcomes of a population-based epidemiologic study needs to fulfill all the management needs, e.g. data collection, data transmission and storage, and processes of Data QA through electronic means.

In this paper are presented new advanced methods of data collection, management systems, and intensive data quality control and data security to ensure high quality data assessment of health-indicators in a large scale population study. The case study of the PONS project [31] is designed and prepared under the fulfillment of an entire IT and data management structure with central server and web-based peripheral applications, and tailored software managing a data during entry, transmission, storage, and coding under the control of QA and security procedures.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The material for the presented research is the project for a data-management structure design for a large-scale population study. On-going work is the investigation of using advanced databases technology with IT infrastructure for implementing an open-ended prospective study with very broad research branches in Poland (the PONS study [31]), and solving challenges found during the investigation. The design of the data management and management processes for the PONS project are experimentally applied in the project. The management structure has been constructed for such large-scale population study with its specific objectives [31] to successfully implement and establish a solid, high quality knowledge base for the prevention of major causes of premature morbidity and mortality.

The PONS project is aimed at a broad spectrum of various common chronic diseases by exposure and outcomes; the study data includes different personal data registered from self-administered questionnaires, a number of clinical measurements, and blood collected for storage in a modern Biobank to be use in prospective studies. From the other side, the IT system necessary for running the project can be remotely distributed by use of web-based mechanisms (client-server configuration). Therefore, it is proposed not only to manage data, but also data quality analyses within the entire IT infrastructure based on the database system. The implemented data quality by QA system includes data selection queries, joins, and aggregates, and QA programmes running in SPSS [31]. Through the QA procedures and the database IT structure, solutions can be achieved that provide the necessary connectivity between various distributed entry...
data points and electronic patient health records; and enable the development and implementation of the knowledge base of health indicators.

The needs and requirements for IT system and data management applied for the project design are as follows: flexible and scalable IT system with remote acquisition from remote data collection points, supported by advanced web-based methods. IT system with a tailored design of software provides the promise for: 1) database aggregation of high quality medical data, 2) data security with quality control processes, 3) assessment of the data for the evolution of processes for monitoring the performance of data, outcomes and interviewers, and 4) assessment of knowledge quality projected in health indicators. In combination with proper organizational changes and skills, new data management design and services based on IT will become the key enablers of shared and continuous run of the project.

RESULTS

In this part, the most important layers of data-management structure implemented in the PONS study are described in detail. Our purpose is to show evidence of the advantages of such an approach to the data management by sophisticated and reliable solutions. The PONS study used electronic data collection for both the state of health questionnaire and medical measurements, forming an efficient type of database and computer as tools in data management.

Data flow in data management and QA

The proposed framework of the data management for PONS study is based on data transformation processes of a so-called raw data stream, collected from all information resources, to the final outcomes (information dataset) of the study governed by 2 types of quality standards. The first, with a general meaning, is the standard of good clinical practices, connected with quality standard for designing, conducting, recording and reporting trials that involve measurement outcomes), but also the database structure may affect the quality of the database contents (i.e. study trial data and measurement outcomes), but also the database structure may affect the quality of the analysis. Data included in the study report must be traceable via the relational database and the QA cleaning process. The processes of the data flow as collection, entry, temporal (periodical) freeze; checking and reporting/monitoring are under the QA standard procedures deployed as SPSS procedures and detailed protocols of data commutation. In our solution, the data management as a process itself is under the control of quality control with QA procedures, as well as the strategies and issues of the PONS objectives maintaining quality and security of data. To describe data management precisely, the dataset system and its logically and spatially heterogeneous sources is characterized in the paragraphs.

Models of datasets and databases

The principal responsibility of data management in the PONS is to provide a clean database; however, not only the quality of the database contents (i.e. study trial data and measurement outcomes), but also the database structure may affect the quality of the analysis. Data included in the study report must be traceable via the relational database and the case report form (CRF) to the source data at the investigator site or laboratory.

In the PONS, the data abstraction process, by which a data representation similar to its semantic meaning is undertaken, uses dataset structure of electronic participant record (EPR) (Figure 3), while hiding the implementation details characterized in the following paragraphs. The data at first layer in the EPR dataset in divided and stored in 2 parts; at the second layer, the health state questionnaire (HSQ) and Clinical Measurements, and finally divided into 3 datasets of HSQ, Medical Check-up and ECG Assessment (separated databases in our IT structure) from 2 providing servers: Questionnaire and SFTP server and Medical Measurement Server (about 40 modules of KSSOMED system [33]). The logical architecture of EPR is presented in Figure 3.
**IT on-line model**

Data entry points of electronic data collection for both HSQ and Medical Measurements are situated in several facilities located in Świętokrzyski Province. In each of the 10 outpatient clinics, so-called Assessment Centres (e.g. in Bodzentyn) (Figure 4), the e-form consists of ECG, Spirometer checks, blood parameters, anthropometric parameters, CO level, and other sample outcomes, and interviewer-administered on-line questionnaire are processed using a protocol of secure connection for the transmission of results to the central servers located in Warsaw. The other 2 components of data entry structure are: 1) ECG Assessment remote point with ECG questionnaire transmitted to the servers in the form of electronic data collection. Central server databases manage the data by the administration, collection and management of the HSQ and ECG questionnaire designs and functionality of both IT systems have been verified during the pretest, and are still run by QA monitoring.

**Data security**

Security policy and procedures were successfully developed deploying applications across the entire IT infrastructure for database security. The specially designed database form is used to charge the central database. By these implemented solutions for collection, transmission, and data control in the PONS project, data security are as follows: access to the systems is authorized by login and password or personal identification number PIN. Additionally, in some critical points of the IT system, an IP address filtration is used. A secure encrypted https (SSL protocol) connection and VPN connection for the transmission of results to the central servers located in Warsaw. The other 2 components of data entry structure are: 1) ECG Assessment remote point with ECG questionnaire transmitted to the servers in the form of e-form assessment questionnaire, and 2) a Biobank in Kielce with its specially designed spreadsheets, which are stored in a central server in Warsaw using a secure Internet connection. Both of the above-mentioned computer systems work independently.

This approach was useful for facilitating the complex skip patterns used in the PONS HSQ and ECG questionnaires, as well as in some built-in validity checks during data collection processes and Quality Assurance (QA) procedure. The HSQ and ECG questionnaire designs and functionality of both IT systems have been verified during the pretest, and are still run by QA monitoring.

**Model of QA in data management**

The quality assurance strategy in the PONS was developed based on determination of the data items causing problems, and is carried out by a full data audit from all the resources (PCs/server, KS-Somed, IT system software, HSQ and ECG questionnaires) and permanent inspection of every new data item (data, information, record, database, as well as paper record). Offending data is profiled by examination of the data diversity in a given data item, and determination of what the data should be by the use of acceptable domain of values according to a list of all acceptable values (without ‘refused’ and ‘don’t know’). Also, verification rules that constitute acceptable data were constructed, and rules for final cleaning determined how to finally clean the data. The final data after such procedures are used for preparation of cleaned databases as outcomes of the PONS study.

Quality Assurance processes performed in the Pre-Data Collection phase have required well-established quality control procedure on the following: 1) design and review of the specific HSQ and ECG questionnaires (Figure 3), 2) programming of the questionnaires into the IT system (deployment) and 3) sample design and pretest. The second phase of Data Collection and Management has been operating until now (the project is still on-going) and consists of the following procedures:

1. setup and maintenance of the IT management system and questionnaire software;
2. conduction of the interviews and data upload to the IT systems;
3. aggregation and preparation of the raw data file for cleaning;
4. data cleaning built-in procedures.

The Post-Data Collection phase is designed to use all the IT and QA resources to process:

- procedures for cleaning and preparing the data for sample weight calculations;
- assessing the quality of the sampling, sample weights and assessment of sampling, non-response and non-sampling errors;
3. creation of the final analytic data file consisting of the cleaned outcomes.

**Figure 5. Data management and quality assurance**

During the current phase of the study lifecycle, the logical structure and content of databases were analyzed by QA procedures for data profiling. The overview of the context-aware application is presented in Figure 5, and gives a visual representation of the QA functional relation of the data management system (cf. Figure 1 for relation of QA with data flow management for the study lifecycle). The well-known idea of information feedback from QA procedures means profiling source data, and provides extensive capabilities of column analysis (variables value), row analysis (patient record), primary key analysis (personal identification number PESEL as a unique identifier of the record and relational access to HSQ, ECG, and Biobank datasets), and cross-domain analysis (examines content and relationships across HSQ, ECG, and Biobank datasets). The above-mentioned types of analysis generate a full report, and monitoring indicators DVR (data verification report) based on frequency distributions and examination of all values to infer its definition and properties, such as domain values, statistical measures, and minimum/maximum values. Each variable column of every dataset is examined in detail. The following properties are observed and recorded as measures or indicators: basic data types, count of distinct values or cardinality, count of empty, null/non-null values, minimum/maximum, and average/median numeric values, and length measures for nominal and text data. Domain analysis characteristics determine the data domain values for any data element and their aggregate measures as the frequency distribution, number of occurrences, and measures of correspondence to a value in a dataset to find anomalies in datasets. With the designed data management structure and current outcomes of verification, validation rules for data and evaluate data sets for compliance are created. These rules assist processing operations for monitoring purposes (not only for QA) in creating metrics run and track over time for defined relationships between and among data (including metrics for interviewers). Beyond the requirement of data (see characteristics in insert in Figure 5), validation rules in the PONS in data profiling can check the data conforms to certain constraints as containment of certain value/string, equality to a certain value, existence/occurrence, data range, integrity reference and reference uniqueness.

**Entire IT structure model integrated with QA**

The architecture of the entire IT system and data functionalities of the PONS is presented in Figure 6.

As a final design of the IT remote data-distributed system, the Figure presents 4 source databases of Medical Measurement Data, HSQ Data, ECG Assessment data, and Biobank data from 2 data providers: servers (Medical Measurement Server in Kielce, and Questionnaire and secured FTP server in Warsaw). Each database stores data on servers (Figure 4) located inside the IT system architecture at Kielce and Warsaw, under the control of an IT & Data Administrator. The portion of new raw data for QA & Data Mining, on-line accessibly on the central server, are frozen at every data extent for a patient number (patient ID) of about 1,000. Results of QA procedures are run on a separate computer system and thus securely provided to the Project Coordinator Office for the monitoring and analysis of further outcomes resulting in feedback to Assessment Point of IT and QA Team. Therefore, each database is autonomous, and the level of data management of the Project Coordinator Office controls access to data and any cleaning procedures. Logical algorithm in detail of QA of processes’ management and outcomes is shown in Figure 7. New data entered for the IT system by medical personnel should be aggregated to a separate database (indexed by an IP number, such as PESEL), but with a status which could be named, as much as possible, as very acceptable due to the quality, completeness and integrity at the accepted level of data quality described by statistical measures. The latest captured archive revisions (data freeze in Figure 7) on a certain portion of the data requested by QA & Data Mining Team allow the use of a common set of data for QA calculations and analyses. From the assessment of the QA measures, a decision about the level of intervention/control and its subject (on medical personnel, or only on new data portion) is undertaken depending on the state of alarm or warning.

The proper use of SOP is described in the management manual of QA policy. Final findings of last data freeze associated with publication of study outcomes allows publication of data cleaned at the Post-Data Collection Phase.

In content aspects of the PONS study, outcomes of cross-tables and event indicators in QA are practically applied in identifying key process variables for the data collection and processing phase. The main indicators are percentage of detected/corrected errors, overall coding accuracy rate, counts of data without ‘missing’, ‘within the range’ items, and data without ‘don’t know’ or ‘refused’ responses. Essential factors of the quality control in the PONS study are the following: each staff person is familiar with all procedures by specially designed ‘question by question’ instructions for
Figure 7. Quality assurance processes in IT and study.

Interviewers, and written manuals of operations for databases and detailed descriptions of the procedures (SOPs) to each data collection instrument and its databases. The number of created user accounts in the IT collection system is about 40. For the question path-flow in the questionnaires, the presence of sensitive questions and filtering questions directs the flow. The specially deployed procedures of the permanent QA monitoring, preceded by initially performed pretest, assess the flow of processes, and appropriateness of variable categorizations in the questionnaires by a content check.

During data collection in the PONS project management, the deliverables in the form of different reports and other descriptive documents are produced, as well as some server upgrades or special purposes software block for the overall project are built, namely:
1. raw data and QA codebooks;
2. finally recoded QA reports;
3. non-valid items reports;
4. short and regular QA analysis reports;
5. descriptive and percentile statistics reports;
6. Data Verification Form (DVF), for Medical Check-Up outcomes;
7. additional requests for information reports (for HSQ outcomes);
8. short and regular progress reports;
9. interviewer assessment reports;
10. improvement recommendation reports.

Progress of the PONS as of 25.09.2011 is the record status of 8,650 patients examined, and the entire IT system has had 380 days of continuous and stable computer system running without one non-operation day.

Implementation of follow-up control with data freeze backup can assess the data quality on the PONS sub-databases at the level of correctness of 99.8% (for Medical check-up when n=6,925), 99.8% (for HSQ when n=7,606) and 99.95% (ECG Assessment when n=6,568). The results contain data of the last available QA report release on 25.09.2011.

DISCUSSION

The most effective data collection process starts with a good experimental framework design of data and study management. Our experience with HEM, GATS, ECAP and other epidemiologic and population projects has led to the following recommendation: for a research community, good data quality translates into a solid knowledge structure of high quality for the health interventions, and especially for the prevention of major causes of disease morbidity and mortality.

A quality management system applied to the data flow is the procedure and process necessary to implement, assess and ensure data quality. However, the impact of the structure of survey questions (survey path in questionnaires and its relation with the medical measurement outcomes) requires some specific solutions in the design of the computer IT system framework. The functional needs of the PONS content and technical requirements of the PONS study data collection and data quality are fulfilled and shared by proper design and analytical system solutions, as described above, to obtain data reasonableness and data consistency. The IT systems are deployed to be secured at each level against unauthorized access from third parties, and data loss prevention procedures monitor the evolution of the databases.

The integration of medical data structures for an abstract level of sources could be an advantage for such an approach of the entire IT framework structure integrated with QA. Data are taken in the well-known form of Electronic Health Records EHR [35] as electronic participant records (EPR). The concept of EHR is a longitudinal record of patient health information (generated at any data entry point) and of population parameters. It automates and streamlines the clinician’s workflow, and supports other care-related activities, including evidence-based decision support, quality management, and outcomes reporting. From information workflow, the EHR record is embedded in the network-connected enterprise-wide information systems. In the presented case, it also consists of medical check-up outcomes for the purpose of assessment of health indicators related to environmental aspects and socio-economical levels. Logical data integration of different origin and the fusion of collected and measured data in the form of relation databases are specially designed to manage the processes of medical data knowledge building. Thus, the findings from the data mining processes can describe the relations between parameters of disease, symptoms, and health status in a population by some health indicators and the health outcomes.

This systematic process approach developed for the design of the data management framework in the PONS study is useful to successfully facilitate the complex skip patterns used (especially in the HSQ and ECG questionnaires), as well as in some built-in automatic validity checks during data collection and QA procedures. The reporting system of wide-range measures has been developed to monitor the progress of the PONS study. The IT systems are secured at each level against unauthorized access, while the data loss prevention procedure monitors evolution of the databases.

The above-mentioned functionalities of survey software (both system and device), together with data verification procedures, assure a high level of quality during data collection and data aggregation with the above-mentioned data freeze backup process under QA control.

By providing a framework around which all IT processes can be standardized and controlled, a design structure has been developed that enables the PONS study to embark on new healthcare initiatives with outcomes of higher data quality. Data monitoring and analysis ensure that the whole of the IT infrastructure and processes are functioning within known parameters so that study levels are maintained or errors corrected in many cases before the situation becomes critical. Data quality control processes and software enhancements
and developments can be linked to quantitative data and outcome analysis rather than subjective feedback.

The computer system was designed and built within the project framework requirements and the epidemiologic assumptions for such a population study. The adopted solutions are presented in detail below in the Results section. The most important data management tasks undertaken by the entire computer IT system can be summarized as follows:

1. effective screen interface data forms to enter the data from the survey questionnaires and medical check-ups;
2. a suitably efficient concept of scalability to increase the total throughput under an increased data load when assessment centres are added, and to manage visit schedule by a graphic tool;
3. automatic data validation at the load to the system;
4. implementation of effective methods of reporting and verification of data quality;
5. security of the system during transmission and access at every stage of processing.

These issues have been successfully implemented throughout our entire IT computer system and have been running very smoothly. Within the given time constraints accompanying the system building, the majority of proposed software solutions were selected from known applications, but necessarily adopted and properly parameterized for the project management requirements. Some elements of the system were constructed specially for this project, primarily connected with run and verification rules for question path-flow in the questionnaires and QA rules. An important testing issue of each computer system running in the population study is a pretest to evaluate the functions of the system, efficiency of individual components, and the correctness of data entries and database structures. The more efforts that are devoted to the examination and testing of disclosure errors in the pretest survey outcomes, the better the efficiency achieved in the main study. For preliminary examination, preparation and check of the validation rules of data quality and data security should also be considered. Nevertheless, examination of data quality and data and entire system security protection is a continuous process that should be maintained throughout the whole time of the study.

Despite the assumed correctness of the system solutions and fulfillment of developed requirements, the system can recognize that some elements and issues could be improved by permanent monitoring, this would bring result in a greater effectiveness of the IT and QA team. As the entire IT system consists of several separate elements and procedures acting independently, the data entry at the time of collection and aggregation within the system are stored in different databases. The ongoing reporting in the monitoring procedure checks the data consistency across different databases. This functionality can be improved in the central database by entering the automatic synchronization mechanism of autonomous databases when downloading data from collection points (assessment centres). The functional extent of this mechanism would be automatically detect discontinuities and inconsistencies in aggregated data. Presented functionality would simplify and speed-up the process of checking data integrity and consistency, which obviously is part of the post-collected procedure by QA methods. Implementation of such a mechanism in the form of automatic checking rules should be deployed in the system to decrease the possibility of potential errors and improved performance of individual part in data processing.

The suggested model addresses the need for tight control over data flow through a minimal increase in management tasks. This is based on structured data collection forms, a theoretical data flow, and a modular combination of medical measurement and patient administrative data management, and provides a framework within which the statistical stability of interim reports can be documented.

CONCLUSIONS

This article presents a new advanced method of practical design for the management of data collection and a management system with intensive data quality control and data security to ensure high quality data assessment of health-indicators in large-scale population study. The case study of the PONS project is designed and prepared to fulfill the requirement of data management and IT structure with central server and some web-based peripheral applications, and tailored software managing data during entry, transmission, storage, coding under the control of Quality Assurance with data security procedures. In the proposed solution for project management and data collection, the aspect of data security has been analyzed in detail, and some advanced in IT system secure solutions have been implemented.

The use of modern advanced database technologies and remote hardware/software structure efficiently and successfully supports the research of large-scale epidemiologic surveys. The collection of medical data, with related environmental and socio-economic information from different data sources, results in medical data knowledge structure especially useful for future health prevention and prognosis of critical health indicators in a population.

The data from disparate and deployed sources of information are integrated into databases of knowledge's structure via software interfaces, and archived by a multi-task server, while the designed processes (computer applications) supervise and carry out data security with quality assessment.

Development and implementation of follow-up control of data consistency and quality data analysis on the PONS sub-databases have excellent measurement properties, without error, at the level of 99%.

The practical solutions implemented in the entire IT system by custom software application show a positive impact of QA on effective data management, with shorter time, efficiency, and ensuring the quality of epidemiologic data and indicators of health with the elimination of common errors in research questionnaires and medical measurements.

Development and practical deployment of the PONS concept as a client-server web-based IT data system, assisting and performing the research in accordance with the methodology of the epidemiologic surveys, have evidently been carried successfully, and have practically controlled the data quality problems.

The requirements of the above-mentioned epidemiologic surveys are be achieved through e-Health Information Technologies that play a decisive role in promoting the concept of effective data management in large-scale epidemiologic studies, providing the necessary connectivity between variously distributed points of data entry, and enable
the development and implementation of electronic personal health record systems.
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